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Abstract
This Honors Thesis is an investigation into spaceport human factors by examining
psychological and engineering perspectives of spaceports. This thesis examines systems
engineering concepts such as mission design, mission concepts, system operations, and objective
function modeling. This thesis also examines psychological principles such as commercial space
traveler training and team composition. This thesis describes how the overlap of these two
disciplines is human factors, an application to system design to reduce human error, increase
productivity, and enhance safety and comfort.
This thesis was composed from two senior-level capstone classes: ISE 428 & 429, senior
design for engineering, and PY 498, senior research capstone for psychology. For each of these
classes, I conducted research as a part of the 2020-2021 INCLUDE Program. Since this research
serves as my Honors Thesis, it thereby includes three different colleges at UAH.
Private U.S. companies are beginning the development of Earth-based spaceports--a site
for launching and receiving spacecraft. I developed a psychological study to examine the
community’s preferences for general travel, training, and team composition concerning
spaceports and space habitats. Additionally, I conducted literature reviews and statistical
analyses for research on mission design and modeling an objective function of stakeholder
desires. I learned that commercial space travel is a budding industry where stakeholders desire
accommodations, training, and spaceflight experiences from a quick suborbital flight up to
visiting other planets. Further research is needed to expand the existing concepts of spaceport
development, but consideration of training, team composition, and preferences for commercial
space travelers is necessary.
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Chapter 1 – Spaceport Human Factors Overview
1.1 Introduction
The complex problems of our contemporary society demand an interdisciplinary approach;
such "Grand Challenges" are issues likely to have a significant impact on the future of society
and technology. The INterdisCipLinary UnDergraduate Experience (INCLUDE) Program
challenges senior-level students across diverse university departments to address such Grand
Challenges through an interdisciplinary lens. The purpose of this thesis is to highlight my
contributions to the INCLUDE Program in addressing the 2020-2021 Grand Challenges, which
are as follows:
1. Can a multi-country, mixed commercial, government, civilian, and military Space
Ecosystem be viable in 2030, 2040, and 2050?
2. How can we creatively assess expectations from society and engage society in the
future Space Ecosystem?
Before detailing my research from the past year and addressing the two Grand
Challenges, it is essential to define the terminology used throughout this report. The term "space
ecosystem" is an umbrella term defined as a mixed-purpose space community of human
expansion characterized by multinational commercial, academic, and government collaboration.
This space ecosystem is composed of different classification levels. The first level is a spaceport,
which is a site for launching and receiving spacecraft. The next level of the space ecosystem is a
space station, an in-space vessel capable of supporting a crew for a limited time. Notably, a
space station is not intended to sustain a permanent human presence since the crew is dependent
upon resources delivered from Earth. Usually, a space station remains in orbit around a planetary
body. The final element of a space ecosystem is a space habitat, a self-sustaining space
settlement built to preserve a permanent human presence in space. A space habitat can either
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orbit a planetary body or reside on the surface of a planetary body. A graphic that illustrates
these terms is depicted below in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Illustration of Space Ecosystem Terminology
The INCLUDE Program Team decided to address the two Grand Challenge questions by
developing the conceptualization of a space ecosystem and focusing on a multi-use spaceport.
This ecosystem conceptualization includes forward-thinking supporting research regarding space
stations and space habitats. Though spaceports have existed for decades, the onset of the
commercial space age has given rise to the space tourism industry. Accordingly, various
commercial spaceports have been developed to increase access to space for small companies and
individuals. This "more accessible" price tag is still well out of reach of the majority of
individuals. Thus, in addition to being the launch site for scientific, defense, and space tourism
missions, the team's proposed multi-use spaceport concept offers resort-style amenities, engaging
educational activities in a museum, and astronaut-like physical or virtual reality training. Since
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the space tourism market is in its infancy, this concept demonstrates the viability of a space
ecosystem over the next three decades and engages society in the future of this space ecosystem.
The multi-use spaceport will serve as the foundation for an evolvable space ecosystem that can
reflect the needs and innovations of society for decades to come. Further, this spaceport serves as
a destination for sustained government-commercial partnership by offering a site at which
commercial companies or organizations can conduct daily operations or from which commercial
companies or government organizations can launch spacecraft.
My specific contributions to the INCLUDE Program lie in engineering, psychology, and
the overlapping discipline of human factors. On the engineering side, enrolled in ISE 428 and
429, I focused on systems engineering concepts such as space mission design, mission concepts,
system operations, and modeling an objective function. On the psychology side, enrolled in PY
498, I focused on psychological principles such as commercial space traveler training and team
composition. While this thesis is not a human factors analysis of spaceports, identifying the
existing overlap of these disciplines as the foundation for human factors is an important
realization. Wickens, Gordon, and Lui (2004) describe how human factors is applying
psychological principles to engineering and the design of systems to reduce human error,
increase productivity, and enhance safety and comfort. In examining the systems engineering and
psychological principles pertaining to spaceports, the human factors discipline is naturally
inherited.
1.2 Motivation
The INCLUDE Team approached the Grand Challenges through the lens of a contracting
team hired to determine the viability of and success criteria for a blended space ecosystem as
described in the Grand Challenges. This section discusses in greater detail the team's rationale
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for focusing on a multi-use spaceport and the future in-space architecture that it enables. In the
Fall 2020 semester, I utilized methods that demonstrated my knowledge of my subject areas by
conducting a focused literature review and administering a survey rooted in psychology. The
findings of the Fall 2020 semester influenced my focus for the Spring 2021 semester, providing
data that influenced concept development and giving rise to an alternate, more fitting approach.
The INCLUDE Team’s motivation for addressing the two Grand Challenges by focusing
on a multi-use spaceport is three-fold. Firstly, the space ecosystem enabled by such a concept
provides a foundation for future INCLUDE teams to utilize if presented with similar Grand
Challenge questions. This resulting space ecosystem highlights the interactions between each
discipline and how, when coupled, a viable product can be proven. Specifically, Adams and
Petrov (2006) note that a spaceport is “a nexus of multilevel, complex and often disparate
functions”; this encapsulates the INCLUDE Team’s interdisciplinary nature and offers a wealth
of opportunities for subject areas to work together to address the Grand Challenge questions.
Illustrated below in Figure 2 is the overlap in subject areas.
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Figure 2: Interdisciplinary Couplings
Secondly, there is an opportunity to profit off a venture such as a multi-use spaceport by gaining
a first-mover advantage within the industry by proposing a first-of-its-kind concept that could set
industry standards, establish relationships with incumbent firms, and thrive off experience curves
in the future. Finally, a spaceport offers a greater degree of inclusion of society in space travel. A
spaceport that offers resort-style amenities, educational activities, and training programs that
simulate space missions can help to demonstrate the utility of investing in space exploration and
the incredible return on investment it offers.
1.3 Contributions
My work regarding establishing the space ecosystem systems framework provides a
foundation for future INCLUDE teams to utilize if presented with similar Grand Challenges. It
also contributes to the growing repository of literature and research concerning multi-use
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spaceport development for economically accessible and environmentally conscious spaceports.
The psychological study helps to elicit preferences from society so that the amenities offered at
the spaceport are attractive and profitable. These preferences provide actionable feedback for the
team to consider when researching and developing models for an early spaceport concept. This
survey also further helps to inform the INCLUDE Program, the space community, and future
research for spaceport concepts.
1.4 Organization of Thesis
This thesis has five chapters: spaceport human factors overview, background,
methodology, analysis and discussion, and conclusion. Chapter 2, background, discusses the
literature review findings on psychological attributes and space systems related to my focus on
spaceports. Chapter 3, methodology, explains the approach to answering the psychological and
engineering research questions, identifying the types of data gathered and analyses performed.
Chapter 4, analysis and discussion, presents the psychology survey results and the development
of the objective function model. Chapter 5, conclusion, summarizes the impacts of this research
and identifies future research steps for examining human factors in a spaceport context.
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Chapter 2 – Background
This chapter describes the research found in the literature reviews I conducted on the
psychological and systems engineering perspectives of spaceport concepts for the INCLUDE
Program. In this chapter, I present a summary of the literature review methodology, findings, and
their applications to spaceports. Later, this thesis will draw upon this background related to the
human factors perspective of spaceport development.
2.1 Psychological Attributes Literature Review
Commercial space travel has evolved from a fantasy, wealthy-only market to an
innovative, emerging industry with a large number of different invested stakeholders. The
INCLUDE Program seeks to examine if a mixed commercial, government, civilian, and military
space ecosystem is viable in the future and how to creatively engage society in that ecosystem. A
space ecosystem is a working space environment composed of multiple countries, government
organizations, commercial companies, and academic groups. These groups share one goal,
sustaining the human presence in space and engaging the public in the endeavor of space travel.
Spaceports are sites for launching and receiving aircraft, and may be earth-based or on the
surface of another planetary body. Researching spaceport concepts provides a foundation for
developing the space ecosystem with an interdisciplinary approach and to address current gaps.
In approaching the space ecosystem from a psychological perspective, I sought to identify how
the community’s preferences for the future of space travel fit a model for spaceport concepts.
Further, I sought to establish how we can approach traditional astronaut training and team
composition as a framework for commercial space travelers. My study examined the
community’s preferences for earth-based spaceports as well as non-earth-based spaceports and
for space habitats, which are more permanent settlements that may orbit a planetary body or sit
on its surface.
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2.1.1 Commercial Space Traveler Training
Space travel is not naturally suitable for humans; training and preparation will be a
requirement for commercial space travelers from spaceports. Walter Peeters (2010) analyzed
several market surveys to describe the expectations of future commercial space travelers.
Participants who wanted to be a part of the astronaut experience desired technical, medical, and
educational training for space travel, but only for a limited time, 10 days or less. Substantial
training for safety aspects such as egress under emergency conditions is an emphasized
assumption considered from a liability point of view. In fact, Peeters suggests that before a
business phase can be implemented for commercial space travel, a ‘debugging phase’ must
commence to assess the fields of flight comfort and safety.
NASA precedence provides excellent insight into required training elements for future
commercial space travelers, though the biggest comparable constraint is training time. Howard,
McGee, and Henwood (2012) developed a framework for commercial suborbital spaceflight
participants based on the previous standards set by NASA astronauts. Traditionally NASA
astronaut training includes pre-and-post flight physical assessments with an emphasis on running
and competitive athletics. NASA astronauts are selected based on their demonstration of superior
stress management and problem-solving attributes. Further, NASA astronauts regularly engage
in sophisticated analog training, spend multiple years training for a single mission, and undergo
regular psychometric evaluations. While these elements may not be practical for commercial
space travel, they provide an encompassing perspective of what is involved in spaceflight
training.
More contemporary research utilizes data collected from spaceflight analogs to develop
teamwork and training recommendations for the future of space travel. Landon, Slack, and
Barrett (2018) analyzed teamwork challenges unique to future crewed exploration-class space
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missions (e.g. missions to Mars) and discussed the use of research of these missions through
analogs of the space environment. Psychological scientists typically conduct spaceflight research
through two types of analogs, mission simulation or a field mission. Mission simulations allow
researchers to manipulate and control teams experimentally while field missions can measure
different aspects of isolation, such as real danger. Data collection from astronauts aboard the
International Space Station (ISS) is the best analog for a long-duration space mission; however,
astronauts’ busy schedule prevents meta-analysis viable for transfer to a Mars mission. The
operational measure of astronaut suitability for spaceflight is determined by NASA’s Behavioral
Health and Performance (BHP) group through job analysis, psychometric measures, and
multitrait assessments.
2.1.2 Commercial Space Traveler Composition
Space traveler team composition is another consideration in the future of space travel
within a spaceport context. Albert Harrison (2010) discussed how psychologists and architects
have overlapping interests in spaceflight, mainly in the interest of their respective stakes in
people selection and environmental molding. Space traveler selection, training, and
environmental design each contribute to improving the person-environment fit. Though a wide
range of disciplines work to improve this fit, psychology plays a particular role in identifying
who is likely to do well in space, what requisite skills are necessary, and placing individuals in
environments that match those needs and wants. Further, Harrison described how space
architects would develop spaceports to handle new space access technology and the increasing
number of spacefarers, fitting into three categories: professionals, passengers, and settlers.
The roles of spacefarers, mostly set by NASA precedent, are additional aspects of team
composition to consider for future spaceport concepts. Stanley Love and Jacob Bleacher (2013)
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discussed that the future of space travel would rely more heavily on science rather than
engineering, which requires an adjustment to traditional crew roles in spaceflight. In past and
current NASA spaceflight programs, pilots and engineers have the technical skill for operating
space vehicles, and scientists maximize the mission’s scientific return. Seeking a better balance
between the observational and critical thinking skills of scientists, and operational skills of pilots
and engineers, has not been a leading goal in previous human exploration in space. This research
gap in balancing roles will likely need to be expanded further in the context of spaceport
development when looking at further commercializing space travel. Workload sharing, structured
communication, and operational thinking are methods for future space travel to balance crew
roles.
There exist further considerations in team composition when analyzing factors unique to
future crewed exploration-class space missions, such as to Mars. Long duration space missions
require effective teamwork monitoring, communication, and execution within the multiteam
system (MTS) composed of astronauts, mission control, and other space agencies. Landon et al.
(2018) discussed the emerging research and unique challenges posed to spaceflight team
composition. Previous studies of spaceflight crews, test subjects in analogs, and other teams in
isolated, confined, and extreme (ICE) settings identified five variables crucial for long-duration
mission success (cultural and gender differences, personality, expertise and background, team
size, and networking factors). Currently, NASA does not use a scientifically-based approach to
team composition. Little attention is given to this research gap, as there is also no approach to
blending team members from different space agencies.
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2.2 Space Systems Literature Review
To address the research questions and corresponding sub-questions in Chapter 3, I
conducted a literature review. Google Scholar and NASA NTRS were the primary search
databases used. Relevant search terms, shown below in Table 1, were input to either database,
and the first five to ten papers per search term were selected. Papers were then analyzed for
relevance to research and were discarded if the translation rendered the paper incomprehensible
or if the content had no relevance to my research focus. Relevant information identified in papers
was collected and stored in a Google Sheets database. Data tracked in this database include the
type of publication, relevance to other disciplines, key quotes that confirm or deny assumptions,
and findings that further research specific disciplines and the INCLUDE Team as a whole.
Table 1: Guiding Search Terms and Keywords.
Search Terms and Keywords
Spaceport systems mission design

Spaceport human factors

Spaceport regulation

Space systems architecture

Space tourism

Space mission design

Spaceport development

Spaceport mission concept Spaceport operations

With respect to the development of a spaceport, Finger, Kercsmar, and Gulliver (2010)
note the following:
“Before a spaceport can be developed it is critical to understand what the overall
objective of the spaceport will be. This includes, but is not limited to, the
identification of launch vehicles and launch operators considered for operation
from the spaceport (e.g. Concept X, Y, and/or Z), the location where the launch
vehicles will be operating (in the direct vicinity of the Aerospaceport or in a
remote operating area), potential stakeholders for the spaceport (including
universities and community colleges), identification of potential research and
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economic zones, and how much of an investment is planned for spaceport
development.”
One way to identify the launch vehicles and operators considered for spaceport operation
is to identify the mission concepts for the proposed multi-use spaceport. Figure 3 below gives an
overview of a traditional approach to space mission design, applied spaceport mission concepts,
and humanizing space via spaceports, based on findings from Larson (1992) and Finger (2008 &
2010), most notably.

Figure 3: Summary of the Development of Spaceport Mission Profiles
2.2.1 Space Mission Design Framework
Multiple mission objectives have been identified for the proposed multi-use spaceport.
Using a traditional framework for space mission analysis and design by Wiley J. Larson,
(Larson, 1992) identifying the space missions accomplishable by spaceports requires the
establishment of one or more broad objectives. Qualitative mission objectives are typically
developed from a defined mission statement. Several primary, secondary, and non-technical
mission objectives should be established for space missions achievable by spaceport concepts.
Considering the mixed commercial, government, civilian, and military use for spaceports, the
diverse demands call for multiple mission objectives shown below in Table 2.
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Table 2: Spaceport Concept Mission Objectives.
Spaceport Concept Mission Objectives
Primary Objective:
To launch and receive multi-country, mixed commercial, government, civilian, and military
spacecraft.
Secondary Objectives:
To establish a foundation for a future Space Ecosystem comprising spaceports, space stations,
and space habitats.
To demonstrate economic accessibility to space for multi-purpose mission offerings.
To minimize the “space footprint” and focus on sustainability of space travel.
Current spaceport development occurs in the Mixed and Customized Spaceport Phase,
(Finger, 2008) which is characterized by suborbital space tourism and high frequency of
launches. However, the current combined federal and military interest in spaceports is a research
gap intended to be addressed within the primary mission objective.
Mission objectives incorporate user needs and the space characteristics exploited to
achieve those needs. Due to the spaceport concepts' diverse objectives, the space characteristics
exploited by the multi-purpose missions will likewise be varied. The research conducted during
the Fall 2020 semester served to identify the information regarding characteristics of spaceport
missions shown below in Table 3.
Table 3: Characteristics of Space Exploited by Spaceport Missions.
Characteristic
Global
perspective

Relevant
Missions
x

Interspaceport
travel
x Satellite
launches

Degree of Utilization
High - spaceports create the
foundation for a space
ecosystem

Example Missions
x

Traveling to an
Italian spaceport
from an American
spaceport
x Launching
weather satellites
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Above the
atmosphere

x

High-altitude
aircraft
flights
x Sub-orbital
missions

High - these types of
missions occur in high
frequency today at existing
spaceports, and are expected
to continue

x

Gravity-free
environment

x

Orbital
missions
x Lunar
missions
x Local (Milky
Way)
celestial body
missions

Medium - these types of
missions are expected to
occur in later spaceport
development phases

x

Abundant
resources

x

Mining on
celestial
bodies

Low - there is no existing
precedent for mining on
celestial bodies, will require
a great deal of groundwork to
support future operations

x

Mining the Moon
for Helium-3

Exploration of
space itself

x

Deep space
missions

Low - these types of
missions are expected to
occur in the latest phases of
spaceport development

x

Supporting
launches to the
Andromeda
galaxy

Supporting SR-71
aircraft
x 15-minute space
tourism suborbital flights
Day-long space
tourism orbital
flights
x Week-long space
tourism lunar
missions
x Supporting
academic research
launches to Mars

Mission characterization for spaceport space missions is the initial process of selecting
and defining missions. The mission concept or mission architecture for spaceports consist of
specific sets of options for the following eight mission elements: subject, payload, spacecraft
bus, launch system, orbit, ground system, communications architecture, and mission operations.
However, there is an unconstrained number of mission concepts considering all the possible
combinations of mission elements for spaceport concepts. In Space Mission Analysis and Design,
Larson suggests the following process for arriving at a set of candidate architectures for further
evaluation:
1. Identify the mission elements subject to trade.
2. Identify the principal options for each of the tradeable elements.
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3. Construct a trade tree of the available options.
4. Prune the trade tree by eliminating unrealistic combinations.
5. Look for additional alternatives which could substantially influence how the
mission is accomplished.
The controllable principle mission characteristics which influence performance, cost, risk, or
schedule are the system drivers. Correctly identifying the system drivers for Spaceport missions
is crucial for mission analysis and design. The following list of common system drivers is
applicable to spaceport concepts.
Table 4: Common System Drivers for Spaceports (Larson, 1992).
Driver

What Limits Driver

What Driver Limits

Size

Shroud or bay size,
available weight,
aerodynamic drag

Payload size (frequently antenna diameter
or aperture)

On-orbit weight

Altitude, inclination,
launch vehicle

Payload weight, survivability, largely
determines design and manufacturing
cost

Power

Size, weight (control is
secondary problem)

Payload & bus design, system sensitivity,
on-orbit life

Data rate

Storage, processing,
antenna sizes, limits of
existing systems

Information sent to user, can push
demand for on-board processing

Communications

Coverage, availability of
ground stations or relay
satellites

Coverage, timeliness, ability to command

Pointing

Cost, weight

Resolution, geolocation, overall system
accuracy, pushes spacecraft cost

Number of
spacecraft

Cost

Coverage frequency, and overlap
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Altitude

Launch vehicle,
performance demands,
weight

Performance, survivability, coverage
(instantaneous and rate), communications

Coverage (geometry
and timing)

Orbit, scheduling, payload Data frequency and continuity, maneuver
field of view & observation requirements
time

Scheduling

Timeline & operations,
decision making,
communications

Coverage, responsiveness, mission utility

Operations

Cost, crew size,
communications

Frequently principal cost driver, principal
error source, pushes demand for
autonomy (can also save “lost” missions)

2.2.2 Spaceport Mission Concepts
Identification of driving requirements for characterized space mission concepts from
spaceports dominate the missions’ overall design. In the early spaceport development phases,
federal spaceport siting was based on proximity to the equator, proximity to the coast, having
controlled access property around the launch site, serving a military purpose, and launching to
any azimuth angle. In later phases, commercial launch operators fall into different groups based
on their needs in spaceport development: those seeking to compete with traditional vehicles,
develop the space tourism market, provide suborbital rocket launches for teaching research
methods, personally go into space, and sport racing rocket-powered planes (Finger, 2008).
Further, the commercial operators siting locations for spaceport development share some
requirements of the federal locations but introduce many new and additional requirements for
payload delivery and suborbital space tourism to meet the increasing market demand for
commercial space travel (Finger, 2008; Finger, 2010). The poor capture rate of “First to Market”
spaceports indicates that first spaceports did not meet the requirements of commercial vehicles,
and they should be more responsive to the needs of commercial operators (Finger, 2008).
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Moreover, commercial spaceport sites should support launch providers in integration, launch,
recovery, and refurbishment of the flight elements (satellites, vehicles, etc.) for orbital missions
(Ball, 2014; McCleskey, 1999). Spaceport developers should focus on the following
characteristics: financial/cost competitive structure, responsive scheduling, and technical
infrastructure. This translates into number of spacecraft, coverage, scheduling, and operations as
being key system drivers for the development of spaceports.
2.2.3 Spaceport Missions: Humanizing Space
Space mission operations consist of many human spaceflight components, including
personnel training, mission planning, engineering support, and spacecraft. As previously
mentioned, current spaceport development lacks responsiveness to commercial launch operator
needs. The mission of spaceports has in practice only dealt with the attraction of the largest
number of commercial launch providers, most definitively on flagship routes as a public service
for the community as a whole (Jarach, 2001). The INCLUDE Team looked at how the evolution
of airports might inform or create a model for the future development of spaceports. In this
sense, spaceports begin as some ‘service provider’ for the target audience, including some mix
civilian, military, and government participants. Further, spaceports, in practice, have dealt with
the attraction of commercial launch providers. Historically, NASA was the only U.S. launch
service provider for space travel. However, the growing popularity and innovation of companies
like Virgin Galactic and SpaceX, especially regarding their spaceports, is evident of this
attraction. As spaceports continue to develop, perhaps competition for public service will include
flagship routes globally, atmospherically, in our local space system, and in deep space (Larson,
1992). The Global Spaceport Alliance suggests in their National Spaceport Development Plan a
need for the development of high-speed, long-distance, point-to-point transportation through
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space for its competitive implications in national security and economic prowess. Specifically,
considering flagship routes globally, the National Spaceport Development Plan provides the
point-to-point test flights between earth-based spaceports as in Table 5:
Table 5: Options for Point-to-Point Test Flights (Global Spaceport Alliance, 2020).
Potential Flight Plan

Distance (nm)

Van Horn, Texas to Spaceport America

126

Oklahoma Air & Space Port to Midland Air & Space Port

248

Colorado Air & Space Port to Oklahoma Air & Space Port

382

Spaceport America to Mojave Air & Space Port

592

Houston Spaceport to Cecil Spaceport

713

Boca Chica, Texas to Cape Canaveral

914

Personnel training relevant to commercial space travelers was previously discussed in
2.1.1 Commercial Space Traveler Training, but the human element is an essential consideration
to spaceports’ mission profiles as fulfilling stakeholder preferences. This topic more addresses
the forward-thinking elements of the space ecosystem (space stations and space habitats); thus, to
address human training elements in the coming decade before this in-space architecture is fully
realized, the virtual reality program developed by the Art and Animation students of the
INCLUDE Team includes simulated training elements for spaceport visitors as well as actual
training for commercial space tourists. As discussed in 2.1.2 Commercial Space Traveler
Composition, psychologists and architects have overlapping interests in spaceflight, mainly due
to their respective interests in people selection and environmental molding (Harrison, 2010;
Rabelo, 2004). Space architects work within the spaceflight environment’s constraints to design
and build environments for humans in space. New kinds of missions and new sectors interested
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in space exploration, private or military, contribute to developing new challenges for architects.
Researchers can ethically capture current and future spaceflight aspects with varying degrees of
fidelity through spaceflight-analogous environments of laboratory mock-ups or models of
spacecraft or habitats (Harrison 2010; Landon, 2018). Under current law, the Northrop T-38
Talon trainer typically used for NASA’s astronaut training program is ineligible to be used for
commercial human spaceflight training. Moreover, the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 defines
a space support vehicle for training potential spaceflight participants. However, it limits this to
vehicles already licensed under chapter 509 to title 51 as components of or launch or reentry
vehicles. As of June 2020, the Global Spaceport Alliance suggests in their National Spaceport
Development Plan an expansion of the space support vehicle definition to read “a vehicle in
development to become a launch vehicle, reentry vehicle, or a component of a launch or reentry
vehicle; or an aircraft when it conducts a space support flight” (Global Spaceport Alliance, 2020)
so that high-performance or former military aircraft may be used for commercial human
spaceflight training. Allowing these types of aircraft would enable rapid growth in the industry,
provide significant business opportunities for spaceports, allow training operations to be
conducted at the spaceports, and enable spaceflight participants to be better prepared for space
missions, enhancing safety.
The psychology survey asked participants in an open-ended format, “If you are paying to
travel to space commercially, what would you expect to do on the trip?” While popular (high
frequency) responses included activities such as looking out the window and experiencing
weightlessness, 60 responses mentioned visiting a space station or local celestial body. These
responses indicate community preferences for specific mission profiles. This finding relates to
the research of Crouch (2009), who investigated choice behavior between four types of space
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tourism: high-altitude jet fighter flights, atmospheric zero-gravity flights, short-duration suborbital flights, and longer duration orbital trips into space. Each type of space tourism was
represented in terms of an array of significant features that could significantly impact the
perceptions, attitudes, and choice behavior of likely customers in this market. The results
identified features for each type of flight option, including stargazing, experiencing
weightlessness, and visiting a celestial body and some customer characteristics that appeared to
impact the choice of space tourism type. Though there is a push for high-speed, long-distance,
point-to-point transportation through space (thus extending beyond suborbital flights), research
suggests development will begin with successively longer reusable launch vehicle missions
between FAA-licensed spaceports (Ball, 2014; Global Spaceport Alliance, 2020). This further
supports a tiered/phased approach to missions from spaceports. The tiered-approach to space
tourism is consistent with the phased-approach of spaceport development and capability
discussed in the team’s conceptualization (Santoro, 2018).
2.3 Background Summary
This chapter described existing literature on commercial space traveler training and team
composition, space mission design framework, space mission concepts, and space tourism. In
approaching the space ecosystem from a psychological perspective, I sought to identify how the
community’s preferences for the future of space travel fit a model for spaceport concepts by
administering a survey described in the following chapters. From an engineering perspective, I
sought to establish the traditional framework for space mission design, then expand on the space
missions achievable by spaceports in looking at stakeholder preferences.
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Chapter 3 – Methodology
The interdisciplinary nature of this study required different methods of conducting
research. I established the following research questions between the engineering and psychology
disciplines detailed in Table 6 below. These questions helped to guide my research and ensure
my focus aligned with the INCLUDE Program Grand Challenges.
Table 6: Research Questions and Analyses.
Research Questions

Research Subquestions

Analyses

xCoding open response data
1.a What are the community’s
and Chi-Squared tests of
desires for spaceport features,
independence to determine
relationships between
1. How does the community’s amenities, and operations?
variables
perception of space travel fit a
model for spaceport
1.b. How can traditional
xChi-Squared test of
development?
astronaut training and team
independence and goodness
composition be used as a
of fit to determine
framework for commercial
relationships between
space travelers?
variables
2. What are the space missions 2.a. What are the space
that can be accomplished
mission characterizations and
within a spaceport concept?
operations?

3. What are the stakeholder
preferences for spaceport
concepts?

xLiterature review on space
mission analysis and design,
see Section 2.2

3.a. What are the stakeholder xDeveloping an objective
preferences for spaceport
function to describe
amenities, features, and
stakeholder preferences,
operations?
based in coded survey data
3.b. What are the system
xRequirements development,
requirements for the spaceport
not completed in this thesis,
concept that can be derived
but an area of future work
from the preferences?

3.1 Survey
In approaching the space ecosystem from a psychological perspective, I sought to
identify how the community’s preferences for the future of space travel fit a model for spaceport
concepts. Further, I sought to establish a way to approach traditional astronaut training and team
composition as a framework for commercial space travelers. To do so, a survey was administered
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to 204 members of The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) student body or community;
this survey aimed to elicit the community’s preferences for earth-based spaceports and space
stations or space habitats. Therefore, not only did the survey address the second Grand Challenge
regarding engaging society, it also addressed the first Grand Challenge question by soliciting
preferences for space stations and space habitats, which fall under the future of the space
ecosystem beyond the 2030s.
3.1.1 Hypotheses
This research of the community’s preferences for the future of space travel, within a
model for spaceport development, will help inform the INCLUDE Program, the space
community, and future research for spaceport concepts. I examined the community’s preferences
for general space travel and commercial space traveler training and team composition based on
previous research. Considering the existing research into training elements for commercial
astronauts and the changing crew roles from traditional spaceflight, I chose to research these
topics and develop these hypotheses for INCLUDE. For general space travel, I hypothesized that
people who have an affinity for space travel would have a higher accuracy of necessary space
travel elements. For training, I expected high frequencies for the minimum preferred training
time. Moreover, for team composition, I expected to find a high frequency of individuals who
prefer a team composition similar to existing NASA astronaut crews. By compiling quantitative
and qualitative data on the community’s preferences, this study’s research was useful in
providing a psychological perspective for the development of future spaceport concepts.
3.1.2 Participants
The study consisted of undergraduate college students at UAH and community members
(N = 204). UAH participants were recruited from introductory level psychology classes through
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Sona, an online participant management system. The community participants were recruited
through social media sites, a convenience sample provided by Facebook and Instagram. A
majority of the participants reported being in the age range between 18 and 29 years old. Of the
participants, 136 identified as women, 66 identified as men, 1 identified as other, and 1 did not
disclose their sex. Participants numbered 158 as White, 17 as Black, 9 as Asian, 6 as Hispanic,
10 as multi or biracial, and 2 as an unlisted race when they self-disclosed their race; two
participants did not disclose race. Of the 45 exclusions, 7 were from participant withdrawals and
38 were from completing less than 98% of the survey. The UAH Institutional Review Board
(IRB) approved of this study.
3.1.3 Design
This study was a mixed-method design that utilized both qualitative and quantitative data.
An ex post facto design was also utilized, a quasi-experimental study examining how an
independent variable present prior to the study in the participants affects a dependent variable.
The measures for this study include the project-specific questionnaire, containing both openended and closed questions regarding spaceports. I developed survey questions for general travel,
training, and team composition of space travelers. The dependent variable was the participants’
preferences to the questions from the categories of training, and team composition.
For the general hypothesis, I utilized a 2 x 2 (Affinity for Space Travel by Accuracy of
Space Travel Elements) design for the participants. The first variable was Affinity for Space
Travel, defined in levels of Low and High. Participants were labeled low in affinity if they
selected Extremely unlikely, Unlikely, or Neither likely nor unlikely to the question, “What is
the likelihood that you would travel to space if given the opportunity?” Conversely, participants
were labeled high in affinity if they selected Likely or Extremely likely to the same question.
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The second variable was Accuracy of Space Travel Elements, defined in levels of correctly
answering “How often do you think you should exercise on a space habitat?” (Exercise) and
“How long do you think current NASA astronauts have to train for to be eligible for a space
mission?” (Training).
For the training hypothesis, I utilized a 2 x 5 (Frequency by Preferred Training Time)
design for the participants. The first variable was Frequency, defined in levels of Observed and
Expected counts to the question “How long would you be willing to train for if you were paying
to go to space?” Expected counts were set to 40.8 as an equal distribution of all 204 participants.
The second variable was Preferred Training Time, defined in levels of day increments: 3 days or
less, 4-7 days, 8-14 days, 15-21 days, and 21+ days.
For the team composition hypothesis, they utilized a 2 x 3 (Frequency by Preferred
Similarity to NASA Composition) design for the participants. The first variable was Frequency,
defined in levels of Observed and Expected counts to the question “Imagine you could create
your own team composition for a mission to space. What roles would you assign to each person?
Who would you want to fill those roles? (Ex. Commanders, pilots, mission specialists, doctors,
etc.)?” Expected counts were set to 53 as an equal distribution of the 159 participants who
answered this question. The second variable was Preferred Similarity to NASA Composition,
defined in levels of Low, Medium, and High similarity to NASA team compositions. Participants
were labeled low in preferred similarity if they responded by naming specific people in their life
or themselves to fill crew roles. Participants were labeled medium in preferred similarity if they
named existing crew roles and adjectives on individuals to fill them, sometimes with additional
roles outside of the NASA precedent. Participants were labeled high in preferred similarity if
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they said they would want professionals, NASA, or otherwise the existing structure of team
composition.
3.1.4 Coding
To examine some of the open-ended responses in the survey for the INCLUDE Team, I
used an inductive coding method to create codes based on a sample of the qualitative data itself.
The frequencies of preliminary coding for the other open-ended questions were given to the
INCLUDE Team to help address general community preferences for spaceport development, and
are listed in Appendix B: Survey Open-Response Code Frequencies. While I did not statistically
analyze the coded preference data beyond calculating the interrater reliability, the INCLUDE
Team used it to identify spaceport use cases, mission profiles, and economic drivers. This coding
process is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
3.1.5 Materials
I created survey questions through a series of literature reviews that related to the topics
of general space travel, training, and team composition. These questions were also developed
with the INCLUDE Team’s help by developing questions relevant to the other disciplines. A
brief consent form, stating that they could exit the survey if they wished to, was provided to the
participants. General survey questions consisted of three sections with open-ended, rank, and
multiple-choice options, a total of eleven questions in this section. The survey’s health portion
consisted of two sections of questions that used open-ended, multiple-choice, select all that
apply, and a 5-point Likert scale for mainly the second section, a total of twenty questions from
this section. The Likert scale questions ranged from 1 to 5, where 1 indicated “Strongly
Disagree,” and 5 indicated “Strongly Agree.” The study's training survey questions consisted of
two sections as well, with the first section mostly containing multiple choice and ranking
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questions. The second section contained seven Likert scale questions with the format of 1 to 5,
where 1 indicated “Strongly Disagree,” and 5 indicated “Strongly Agree.” Team composition
consisted of two sections, with the first using multiple choice, select all that apply, and openended style questions. The second section used the same 5-point Likert scale style of answering,
with nine questions in this section. Finally, the demographic section asked participants about
themselves using mostly multiple-choice and the Likert scale; a total of seven questions were
asked in this section. The completion of this study resulted in a total of 54 survey questions.
The survey was administered through Qualtrics, an online survey platform. The survey
questions did not have force response enabled through Qualtrics, meaning the respondents were
not required to answer every question. This program allowed the participants to access the
survey using a private computer, tablet, laptop, or other personal devices. The survey was also
self-paced, allowing participants to complete the survey without feeling rushed. The frequency
data collected was analyzed using Excel.
3.1.6 Procedure
The participants were asked to read and sign a consent form before proceeding any
further into the survey. The consent form notifies the individuals participating that if needed to
exit the survey at any time, they are free to do so. Since the survey is administered online, the
participants were asked to agree or disagree to continue with the study by clicking an arrow
button or closing the survey webpage. Once the participant agreed to continue, the survey
questions began to appear on the screen with a next arrow to indicate the next questions. The
participants were free to move throughout the survey at their own pace and were not required to
answer every question. Health, training, team composition, and general space questions were
covered throughout the survey. Once the survey was complete, the debriefing began wherein the
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participants were asked to read the document before exiting. Following the debriefing,
participants were allowed to exclude their data from the study. Participants were thanked at the
end of the study, and they were then released. The study’s duration was around 60 min.
3.1.7 Statistics
The frequency data for the general hypothesis was tallied and then a Chi Square for
Independence was performed. The frequency data for training and team composition were tallied
and then a Goodness of Fit Chi Square was performed. The Chi Square calculator by Preacher
(2001) was used to perform the evaluations. The inter-rater reliability was calculated in Minitab
using the Attribute Agreement Analysis to report Cohen’s Kappa. All analyses performed
utilized alpha levels set at p < .05.
3.2 Establishing Stakeholder Preferences
A primary goal of the INCLUDE work in the Spring 2021 semester was to establish
stakeholder preferences for spaceports. This task can be accomplished by following a spectrum
from psychology to engineering to build multi-objective function(s), which models the
stakeholder (i.e., community participants) desires that characterize a spaceport. To do this, I took
the psychology survey data, selected the relevant open-response questions to analyze, and
created a coding scheme to type out each of the participants' responses. With that coded data, I
selected attributes that characterize spaceports' function or behavior for the objective function.
The team worked with industry mentors and faculty advisors to develop a design space from
survey data.
To examine open-ended responses in the INCLUDE Team survey, I used an inductive
coding method to create codes based on a sample of the qualitative data itself. For the spring
semester, I had a high school research assistant to act as a second rater to calculate an interrater
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reliability assessment later to gauge the coding schemas' effectiveness. Of the six open-ended
questions selected and analyzed, responses were placed into categories rather than coding for
preference data for one of them. To code for preference data, a subset of the data was taken (30
participants) and codes were created for amenities, features, and themes that covered each of the
open-ended questions based on thematic/content analysis literature. Then, the subset sample data
was re-read, and the codes were applied. Next, a new sample of the data was read (the following
30 participants) and the codes created from the first sample were applied to that new data
sample. I noted the codes that did not match, needed an expanded definition, or needed
additional codes. Then, new codes were created based on this second sample, and the first set of
data was re-coded. I completed this coding process to create three separate coding schemas, one
for questions 1, 2, 3, and 8, one for question 33, and one for question 41. I applied the second
iteration of defining the codes to the remaining 144 participants. As seen in Table 7 and Table 8,
I developed the definitions of several codes for preference data of each of the open-ended
questions:
Table 7: Coding Schema for Questions 1, 2, 3, and 8.
Category

Port Likeness – likeness
to airports, cruiseports,
etc.

Personnel – non
passenger personnel at
spaceports**

Code

Definition/Similar Meanings

Airport

Like an airport, airport sitting areas, commercial aviation,
airplane ride, aircraft

Gates

Gates, terminals

Cargo (passenger)

Luggage, baggage handling

Passengers

Handle passengers, control passengers, tourists, travelers

Cruiseport

Like a cruiseport, onboarding process, seaports, 'space cruise'

Technical
Personnel

Engineers, mechanics, maintenance crew

Researchers

Universities

Astronauts

Professional astronauts, hired astronauts, crew, pilots
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Features – spaceport
features (passenger
focused), earth comforts

Facilities – spaceport
facilities (all people
focused)

Operations – required for
adequate spaceport
operations

Staff

Ground crew, managerial, assistants, professionals, supervisors

Training

Flight prep, simulations, training, astronaut training, what to
expect, employees

Victuals

Restaurants, dining area, space food, food court, kitchen,
cafeteria, farm, chef, basic living essentials, nutrition

Market

Transportable goods, souvenirs, merch, photos, purchase hitech space things, gift shop, bank, mall

Communications

Station for intergalactic coms, Wi-Fi/internet, news, live video
feed, visitor center, customer service

Bathrooms

Bathhouses, restrooms, hygiene, showers

Security

Security, security cameras, checkpoints, law enforcement

Desolate Location

Like a desert, far from civilization/heavily populated areas, in
the middle of the ocean, near a large body of water, excess
space, launch site far from terminal, wide open space

Resources

Equipment, resources, things to go to space, cargo (nonpassenger), supplies, necessities

Health

Mental and physical health, medical experts consulted,
rehabilitation center, sick bay, medicine, first aid, x-rays,
exercise, gym, fitness area

Traffic Control

Scheduling, flight control tower, flight log, control center

Safety

Precautions, safety, harnesses, protections, safety equipment,
protocols, safety gear, shelter areas for dangerous situations,
insurance policies, risks, survival

Launchpad

Launch complex, landing sites/strips, multiple launch vehicles,
vehicles

Mission
Equipment

Decompression chambers, sanitary stations, space suits, fueling
stations, advanced tech, energy generation, necessary mission
elements

Resort

Resort, vacation spot, tourist attraction, brings in money, spa

Aesthetic

Luxury, luxurious, modern style, fancy, expensive, comforting
and relaxing, high tech, space themed, amenities, sciencecentered design, architecture, open-concept, minimalist design

Hotel

Place to sleep, rooms, elevators, escalators, living areas, rest
areas, housing, apartment, sleeping accommodations

Passive
Entertainment

Museums, tv, movies, napping, workshops/seminars, meeting
with astronauts, take pictures, witness launches, tours, library,
pass time, planetarium, lounge, garden (walking in), place to
wait

Resort Likeness –
likeness to a resort

Amenities – activities
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Active
Entertainment

Golfing, arcade, games/activities, gambling, recreational
activities, busy, basketball, kids having fun

Academia

Research, education, experiments, laboratories

Space Travel

Visit space station, visit local planet, visit celestial body,
stargaze, experience weightlessness, space travel related
experiences, spacewalk

Not Interested

Don’t care, don’t know, wouldn’t go, not much to do

Table 8: Coding Schema for Question 33.
Category

Physical
Training

Mental
Training

Code

Definition/Similar Meanings

Endurance

Running, cardio, swimming, aerobic exercise

Strength

Strength training, weights, muscle building, pushups

Exercise

Exercise, breathing exercises, joint movement, balance, yoga, physical
fitness, physical screenings, general health

Diet

Eat healthy, nutrition, eat right

Stress
Management

Reducing stress, learn to deal with high stress situations

Mental
Preparedness

Mental break prevention, mental evaluations/screenings

Safety

Hazards, emergency procedures, safety, survival basics

First Aid

Medical training, CPR, medical evaluations

Space Training

Space training, being in space, 0Gs, zero gravity, how to put on a spacesuit,
navigation, equipment & tools

Astronaut
Standards

What real astronauts do, NASA training, what professionals recommend,
anything necessary, military

Simulations

VR, situation training, practices

Expectations

What to expect of spaceflight, the spacecraft, preparations, orientation

Mission
Training

For question 41, I decided to code based on categorized responses rather than on specific
attributes. In the team composition section of the survey, the question asked was, "Imagine you
could create your own team composition for a mission to space. What roles would you assign to
each person? Who would you want to fill those roles? (Ex. Commanders, pilots, mission
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specialists, doctors, etc.)?" As discussed earlier, seven categories of responses were developed
for preferred similarity to NASA team composition, as seen in Table 9.
Table 9: Coding Schema for Question 41.
Category

Code

Examples

1 - Participants named specific individuals (real or
fictional) for the positions

“Commander- David Goggins, Pilot- Tom
Segura, Specialist- Me, Doctor- Meredith
Grey”

2 - Participant included positions not listed in the
question

“Roles would include: commander, pilot,
doctor, co-pilot, engineer, and chef.”

3 - Participants listed positions

“Commander, Pilot, Engineer, Doctor,
Research officer, Comms officer”

4 - Participants described positions with
descriptions/adjectives

“Commander- Someone with piloting
experience and leadership experience that
is confident”

5 - Participants wanted certified professionals in
positions, or the typical standard for NASA/space
travel

“I would want a similar team as to what
NASA has with the same requirements to
fill those roles”

6 - Participant wanted to be a passenger/tourist
and/or not have a position

“I, the commercial traveler, would like to
simply be a passenger”

7 - Unsure

I don’t know, confused, no idea, wouldn’t
go to space

Dissimilar to
NASA

Neutral

Similar to
NASA

With the participant data entirely coded, this spring semester intended to analyze these
codes for frequency and establish attribute weights to identify which spaceport features or
behaviors are important to stakeholders. Thus, the codes and categories established for the data
may change or be redistributed to characterize the spaceport to best answer the questions of
Table 6. By selecting the high-level, independent attributes, applying weights, and engineering
the design space of spaceports, the rest of the spring semester intended to create multi-objective
functions of the stakeholder preferences.
Ideally, this objective function will allow for the derivation of stakeholder requirements
from spaceports as their needs, objectives, and constraints are defined in the function.
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Translation of these stakeholder requirements into system requirements grounds our spaceport
concept in a finite engineering space. Other system requirements can be derived based on the
research from use cases and physical system constraints.
3.3 Research Limitations
Along with the preference data, the survey collected personal and demographic
information following the spaceport concept questions because it was essential for establishing
the limitations and diversity of the sample. From the personal and demographic information, a
majority of participants reported having some college credit or an undergraduate degree. Most of
the participants were UAH undergraduate students recruited through Sona, ergo this was
expected. Only 55 of the participants had ever attended Space Camp. A limitation of this study is
the emphasis placed on prior space knowledge for definitions, question focuses, and overall
concepts. Further, the 54-question survey was long, likely leading to participant fatigue by the
end. Force response was not enabled on the survey; therefore, participants had the ability to skip
questions, too. Response priming also occurred, particularly in the training section. Participants
overwhelmingly preferred longer training times, but this is not consistent with existing research.
Despite the limitations, this study provided meaningful data on the community’s preferences for
the future of space travel and how those might fit a model for spaceport development.
Further limitations center around the literature review. Limitations of the literature review
include the relatively specific search terms, as well as papers that were inaccessible due to
ownership.
3.4 Methodology Summary
This chapter described the approach to answering the psychological and engineering
research questions in this thesis. The research began with a literature review to identify relevant
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systems engineering and psychological topics to explore as a part of the INCLUDE Program. I
developed and administered a survey to community members to gauge their preferences for
spaceports. I analyzed and coded the open response data to obtain a basis for developing an
objective function to describe the stakeholder desires for spaceport design. Despite research
limitations, these quantitative and qualitative analyses are novel approaches to understanding the
community’s preferences regarding spaceports.
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Chapter 4 – Analysis and Discussion
Chapter 4 presents the findings of the survey results and a discussion of the objective
function modeling. Section 4.1 describes the psychology survey results and the implications of
those results, followed by Section 4.2 which describes the attributes, design variables, and a
discussion of preliminary objective function modeling.
4.1 Psychology Survey Results and Discussion
4.1.1 Results
For general space travel, participants who had an affinity for space travel did not have a
more accurate understanding of the necessary elements of space travel. I tallied counts of space
element accuracy in the exercise and training question across 90 low and 114 high affinity
participants (see Table 10) to perform a chi square test for independence, X² (1, N = 204) = .069,
p = .79 (see Figure 4). The results for affinity of space travel were not significant.
Table 10: Frequencies Tallied for H1.
Accuracy of Space Travel Elements
Affinity for Space Travel
Exercise

Training

Low

50

44

High

66

54

Figure 4: Accuracy of Space Travel Elements by Affinity.
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In regards to training, individuals preferred to train for the maximum amount of time. I
tallied counts of how long individuals would want to train before entering space (see Table 11).
It resulted in 4 individuals wanting to train for 3 days or less, 17 individuals wanted to train for
4-7 days, 27 individuals wanted to train for 8-14 days, 42 individuals wanted to train for 15-21
days, and 114 wanted to train for 21 or more days. A Goodness of Fit Chi-Square was
performed, X² (4, N = 204) = 183.108, p < .001 (see Figure 5). The results for training were
significant.
Table 11: Frequencies Tallied for H2.
Preferred Training Time
Frequency
3 days or less 4-7 days 8-14 days 15-21 days 21+ days
Observed

4

17

27

42

114

Expected

40.8

40.8

40.8

40.8

40.8

Figure 5: Frequency of Preferred Training Time.
For team composition of space travelers, I found the community preferred to travel to
space with a team composition that is similar to existing NASA astronaut crews. I tallied counts
of preferred team composition similarity to NASA composition across 159 participants,
considering all did not respond to the question in the survey (see Table 12). A Goodness of Fit
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Chi-Square was then performed, X² (2, N = 159) = 122.98, p < .001 (see Figure 6). The results
for team composition were also significant.
Table 12: Frequencies Tallied for H3.
Preferred Similarity to NASA Team Composition
Frequency
Low

Medium

High

Observed

11

118

30

Expected

53

53

53

Figure 6: Frequency of Preferred Similarity to NASA Team Composition.
4.1.2 Discussion
I did not find support for the hypothesis that individuals who have an affinity for space
travel will have a more accurate understanding of the necessary elements of space travel. While
the frequency of accurate space travel elements increased from low to high affinity for both
exercise and training questions, it was not statistically significant. These analyses indicate that
space travel elements’ accuracy was not dependent on a participant’s affinity for space travel.
Walter Peeters’ (2010) research relates to this finding in that participants who wanted to be a part
of the astronaut experience desired technical, medical, and educational training for space travel.
This means that high affinity people who wanted to travel to space desired training they did not
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have prior knowledge for. I expected higher frequencies in accuracy of exercise and training
elements for the high affinity participants, and the lack of significance of the chi square test for
independence suggests that affinity for space travel and accuracy of space travel elements are
independent categories for the participants. The data did not reveal a significant difference in
understanding of the necessary elements of space travel of space travel affinity in participants. In
the context of conceptualizing a spaceport, this means developers cannot assume that people who
love space are more prepared for what it means to go to space. This has implications for training
programs that will need to be developed for commercial space travelers.
I did not find support for the hypothesis that the community will prefer to train for the
minimum amount of time to travel to space. The frequency of preferred training time increased
from 3 days or less across each section of time to 21+ days, and this was statistically significant.
These analyses indicate that preference of training time was not equally distributed across the
training time options; participants preferred the longer training times. Walter Peeters (2010)
analyzed several market surveys to describe the expectations of future commercial space
travelers and found participants were willing to train for a limited time of 10 days or less. I
expected higher frequencies in lower training times, and the significance of the chi square
goodness of fit test suggests that distributions of preferred training times were not equal for the
participants. The data revealed a significant difference in preferred training time for the
participants, with the highest frequency in training for 21+ days. However, I suspect participants
were primed to respond this way because the question of NASA astronaut training, asking
participants to select from 3 options of year amounts, was in the same section as the preferred
training time question. In the context of conceptualizing a spaceport, ultimately training
programs will need to be established for commercial space travelers. The specific length of
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training time necessary to safely send commercial travelers into space will need to balance
passenger preferences, cost, operational feasibility, among other factors.
I did find support for the hypothesis that the community will prefer to travel to space with
a team composition that is similar to existing NASA astronaut crews. The frequency of preferred
similarity to NASA composition increased from low to medium similarity, but decreased from
medium to high similarity, and this was statistically significant. These analyses indicate that
preference of team composition was not equally distributed across the similarity options,
participants preferred medium and higher similarity to NASA’s team composition. Howard,
McGee, and Henwood (2012) developed a framework for commercial suborbital spaceflight
participants based on the precedent set by NASA astronauts. While this precedent discusses
training as well as composition, researchers like Love and Bleacher (2013) expanded on this by
suggesting the future of space travel would rely more heavily on science rather than engineering,
which requires an adjustment to traditional crew roles in spaceflight. The significance of the chi
square goodness of fit test suggests that distributions of preferred similarity to NASA team
composition were not equal for the participants. The data revealed a significant difference in
preferred team composition similarity to NASA for the participants, with the medium similarity
group with the highest frequency. However, I see this as supportive of the hypothesis because the
definition for the medium similarity group is also highly similar to existing NASA team
composition. In the context of conceptualizing a spaceport, developers should consider passenger
expectations and preferences for a pilot, commander, and mission specialist when traveling to
space.
Along with the preference data, I collected personal and demographic information
following the spaceport concept questions because it was essential for establishing the limitations
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and diversity of the sample. From the personal and demographic information, a majority of
participants reported having some college credit or an undergraduate degree. Most of the
participants were UAH undergraduate students recruited through Sona, ergo this was expected.
Only 55 of the participants had ever attended Space Camp. A limitation of the study is the
emphasis I placed on prior space knowledge for definitions, question focuses, and overall
concepts. Further, the 54-question survey was long, likely leading to participant fatigue by the
end. I did not enable force response on the survey; therefore, participants had the ability to skip
questions, too. As previously mentioned, I suspect response priming also occurred, particularly
in the training section. Participants overwhelmingly preferred longer training times, but this is
not consistent with Walter Peeters (2010) findings. For future research, I suggest the questions be
re-ordered in the survey such that participants are not primed to respond with social desirability
but rather their personal preferences. Further, I hope to statistically analyze the coded preference
data beyond frequencies to gather more information about spaceport use cases, mission profiles,
and economic drivers. Despite the limitations, the study provided meaningful data on the
community’s preferences for the future of space travel and how those might fit a model for
spaceport development.
The goal of this study was to inform the INCLUDE Program, the space community, and
guide future research for spaceport concepts. I did not find support for the hypothesis that
individuals who have an affinity for space travel will have a more accurate understanding of the
necessary elements of space travel. I did not find support for the hypothesis that the community
will prefer to train for the minimum amount of time to travel to space, but existing research
suggests commercial space travelers will not want to train for more than 10 days. I did find
support for the hypothesis that the community will prefer to travel to space with a team
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composition that is similar to existing NASA teams. Further research is needed to expand on the
ideas presented in this study, but generally, spaceport developers will need to consider and
emphasize passenger training, healthcare, and team composition for commercial space travelers.
4.1.3 Inter-Rater Reliability
Using Minitab’s Attribute Agreement Analysis, I input the coded data for each myself
and the other rater. I calculated the assessment agreement individually for each of the open
response questions. Table 13 below describes the assessment agreement between the other rater
and me for each of those questions.
Table 13: Assessment Agreement.
Question # Inspected # Matched Percent

95% CI

Cohen’s Kappa

1

204

163

79.90

(73.74, 85.17)

0.79411

2

204

180

88.24

(83.00, 92.31)

0.85866

3

204

155

75.98

(69.52, 81.67)

0.74211

8

204

147

72.06

(65.36, 78.10)

0.71989

33

204

169

82.84

(76.96, 87.75)

0.82138

41

204

173

84.80

(79.13, 89.44)

0.84561

The inter-rater reliability describes the degree to which two or more raters agree. Cohen’s Kappa,
κ, is a statistical measure of inter-rater reliability, and this measure fell between 0.74 and 0.86 for
each of the coded open-response questions. These values for κ indicate a substantial to almost
perfect agreement between the raters. Thus, the coding scheme was valid in capturing the data
and made sense to a rater who did not build the scheme.
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4.2 Developing an Objective Function Model
An objective function for this project is a mathematical optimization problem that
describes the production output targets to maximize profits concerning production. For this
project, I intended to develop an objective function that models the design exploration space of
spaceports, founded by the survey data. I began by focusing on identifying the stakeholder
preferences for spaceport facilities, personnel, features, operations, and amenities, which came
out of the highest frequencies of codes of the survey data. This task was very interesting because
there is currently a gap in research on how to go from survey data to stakeholder preferences
systematically. The whole idea is to identify what people care about and how engineers represent
that to community members. The survey data helped to form the start of this function, but cruise,
airport, hotel, and attraction booking websites were also researched to gauge what filters and
categories they enabled their customers to search their services from. A good source of
information was the Houston Airport website because it already contained search tabs for
primary attributes that our community members indicated in the survey data. This website was
used as a basis for what a spaceport in Huntsville website could look like in Figure 7 below.

Figure 7: Example HSV Spaceport Website.
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From the survey data and research findings, I found six main attributes to include in the
objective function; Stay, Meals, Excursions, Destinations, Launch Infrastructure, and Location.
The idea is for these top-level attributes to be independent of each other. However, I am still in
the infancy of creating a true objective function model, so the fidelity of the model is imperfect. I
broke these attributes down into design variables that feed the attribute, and some directly relate
to cost and revenue, as seen in Figure 8. In the future, someone would take this preliminary
model and create surveys for each attribute to identify levels and importance from the
stakeholders. True objective functions enable system optimization by capturing the stakeholders'
preferences and allowing for a direct comparison of design alternatives (Collopy, 2011; Kannan,
2015). I wanted to find a meaningful way to group participants such that it supported the
objective function modeling. For my research, I have been focusing on affinity groups for space
exploration; for example, a high-affinity population might be more apt to travel to other
destinations or stay at the spaceport for a more extended amount of time. Therefore, those
attributes would have higher weights or graphically shift towards the upper limits. Ideally, an
objective function with ample amounts of research backing it can be robust enough to be
adjusted and choose optimal design solutions for maximizing your revenue for any parsed
population. Figure 8 demonstrates how each of the six attributes feeds the cost and revenue for
spaceport developers.
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Figure 8: Spaceport Design Tree.
To provide a little context and detail for the idea of developing an objective function, I
examined the Stay attribute in further detail. The stay attribute is important because there was a
significant response from survey participants expecting accommodations like a hotel or resort
available at a spaceport. Additionally, there is an immense amount of existing research and
information on hotels for cost, size, and quality. I broke this attribute down into two design
variables: quality and length of stay. These design variables act as dials that can be turned in the
objective function that affects the design space and the cost and revenue generated. I used the
hotel star rating scale of 1 to 5 stars to describe the quality, as seen in Table 14. While these
definitions differ slightly from site to site, the quality of the hotel in general increases across the
ratings. For the length of stay, we expect, like other big attractions, packages will be offered to
entice customers to stay at the spaceport.
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Table 14: Hotel Star Ratings.
Star Rating

General Definitions

❤

Simple, no-frills accommodations

❤❤

Value, clean, basic

❤❤❤

Mid-scale, high-service, comfort

❤❤❤❤

Upscale, high quality

❤❤❤❤❤

Luxury, first-class services

This internal function for the attribute assumes that it costs more to develop a higher quality
resort which generates more revenue. I made assumptions for a 300-room capacity hotel with a
$115 per night cost per room. There are some other assumptions made here, specifically with the
cost attribute that comes from the Hotel Cost Estimating Guide. Below in Table 15, you see how
our dials of quality and length of stay have input values, which are bounded by the scope of each
design variable.
Table 15: Example Run of the Stay Attribute.
Design
Variables

Inputs

Quality

4

Length of Stay

Stay Attribute Revenue
(per Length of Stay)

Stay Attribute Cost

$103,500.00

$11,694,714.00

3

For a 4-star hotel offering 3-day packages, the revenue generated per length of stay is just over
$100,000, while the total stay attribute cost is over $11.5 million. To reiterate, there is a lot of
data that exists for hotels, but not to this extent for some of the other design variables. This is a
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good indicator for where effort needs to go within organizations to build up data via surveys and
market studies that feed objective functions.
This research demonstrates how a survey can be used to form a preliminary, pseudoobjective function. Each of the attributes feeds the cost and revenue, which would be optimized
to push the spaceport design to specific choices for each of the design variables. This research
suggests an iterative, intensive process is needed to fully develop an objective function for
effective use by design organizations.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
This thesis aims to describe my research as a part of the INCLUDE Program, connecting
the engineering and psychology disciplines through a human factors lens. This thesis determined
the community members' preferences for spaceports through quantitative and qualitative
analyses to accomplish this goal. This section discusses the summary of this research, the future
work to be conducted, and implications of the psychology and engineering perspectives to
conceptualize a spaceport.
5.1 Summary
The space ecosystem concept proposed by the INCLUDE Team addresses both Grand
Challenge questions for 2020 and 2021. The concept supports the viability of a multi-country,
mixed commercial, government, civilian, and military Space Ecosystem in the coming decades
and creatively assesses societal expectations while engaging them in the space ecosystem.
Specifically, the multi-use spaceport concept further serves as the foundation of the space
ecosystem for which the team wishes to establish a framework. This also opens doors to the
exploration of forward-thinking elements, such as space stations or space habitats. The proposed
spaceport concept will cater to various educational backgrounds and financial standings,
genuinely making the sentiment that "space is for everyone" a reality. It is not just a spaceport, a
site from which spacecraft are launched and received; it is a hub of a commercial partnership,
innovation, and accessibility.
The goal of the psychological survey was to inform the INCLUDE Program, the space
community, and guide future research for spaceport concepts. The goal of the systems
engineering research topics, space systems mission design and objective function modeling, was
to describe the characteristics and behaviors of spaceports in a meaningful way that supports
stakeholder desires. Both these disciplines drive the design of systems to reduce human error,
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increase productivity, and enhance safety and comfort for the stakeholders. The human factors
element is an essential consideration for the future of the space ecosystem, founded on the
spaceport concepts described by the INCLUDE Team and detailed in this thesis.
5.2 Future Work
Further research is needed to expand on the ideas presented in this study. However,
spaceport developers will generally need to consider and emphasize passenger training,
healthcare, and team composition for commercial space travelers.
On the psychological side, future work would include re-ordering the survey questions
such that participants are not primed to respond with social desirability but rather their personal
preferences. Creating and administering follow-up surveys to the community members to expand
on specific design attributes for spaceports will also support future work. Further, ensuring
surveys sample industry and professional populations will broaden the community scope and
provide alternative perspectives to spaceport concepts.
On the engineering side, future work would include analyzing those follow-up surveys to
identify levels and importance for each of the objective function attributes to better feed the
model. Exploring other ways to parse stakeholders and adjust weights for the objective function
is another research avenue that could be explored. Further, optimizing the objective function to
specify design decisions for spaceports, then using that function to feed stakeholder and system
requirements brings the research from an exploratory to an implementation sphere of systems
engineering.
Finally, delving more into applying human factors to suggest spaceport design decisions
and how those impact human error, productivity, and safety would be an extension of this
research. The human factors discipline arose from military aviation research, which later fed
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space exploration research. Human factors is an integral part of all ways human interact with
systems, but particularly so in the context of spaceports. Going even further to describe the
verification and validation of the INCLUDE Team’s spaceport concept regarding human factors
is another area of future work for this research.
5.3 Implications
Based on my research in conjunction with the INCLUDE Team’s conceptualization of a
space ecosystem, the following implications to develop a spaceport arose:
1. Establish a physically and economically accessible, profitable destination for
members of diverse market sectors.
2. Develop hotels, restaurants, and other amenities on-site to be used by tourists, which
serves as an alternate revenue source until the commercial space tourism industry
takes flight.
3. Foster relationships between commercial companies, government organizations,
universities by providing a mixed working facility for commercial leasing.
4. Increase public outreach by offering immersive educational amenities and training
facilities that bring space down to the everyman.
5. Outline the conceptualization of a revolutionary hub that serves both as a destination
for visitors and a foundation for the future space economy.
This thesis has summarized my research efforts towards these goals over the 2020-2021
academic year.
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Appendix A: Psychology Survey
Please complete the following questions. The information you provide will be kept strictly
confidential and will be used only for the purposes of this study.
Question #

Question

Answer Options

Private U.S. companies like SpaceX and Virgin Galactic are beginning the development of Earth-based spaceports-a site for launching and receiving spacecraft. Major spaceports often have more than one launch complex, to
accommodate different types of launch vehicles. SpaceX's recent job posting for a 'Resort Development Manager'
at the location of their newest Spaceport in Boca Chica, Texas, raises questions about what is included in a
spaceport.
1

If you could develop your own Earth-based spaceport, how
would it work?

Open-Ended

2

What kind of amenities do you think an Earth-based spaceport
would have?

Open-Ended

3

If you are paying to travel to space commercially, what would
you expect to do on the trip?

Open-Ended

4

How much would you personally pay for a ticket to space?

• Less than $10,000
• $10,000 - $49,999
• $50,000 - $99,999
• $100,000 - $199,999
• More than $200,000

5

How much do you think a ticket to space is worth?

Open-Ended

6

Would you still pay to visit an Earth-based spaceport if you
could not afford to travel to space?

• Yes
• No

7

• Location
In a future market of competing Earth-based spaceports, you may
• Amenities
choose to visit one spaceport over another for a variety of
• Cost of Space Travel
factors. Please rank the following factors from most important to
• Safety Record
least important in your reasoning for visiting a spaceport.
• Ease of Travel Scheduling

In the future, it is expected that spaceports will not just be Earth-based--they may also exist on moons and even
planets.
8

What kind of amenities do you think a non Earth-based spaceport
Open-Ended
would have?

9

• Yes
Would you be interested in visiting a non Earth-based spaceport?
• No
Why?
• Why: _________________

Space debris, also called space junk, is the term used to describe human-made objects in space which no longer
serve a function. There are millions of pieces of debris in space, and these pose safety threats to spacecraft and
space travelers.

10

• Professional Astronauts
• Private Companies
Who should be responsible for attending to space junk? Select all
• Citizens
that apply.
• Government
• Other: ________________

11

Current spaceport development and travel is overseen by the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). Who should oversee
future civilian space travel?

• FAA
• Another existing agency
• A new agency
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• Other: ________________
• I don't know
The Chiropractic Leadership Alliance (CLA) has joined with NASA to help others understand the health of space
travelers. Bone degeneration and subluxation is experienced to a worse degree in space. Subluxation, also known
as a "pinched nerve," is the vertebrae's slight misalignment. Bone degeneration, protective cartilage that cushions
the tops of bones degenerates or wears down, occurs during and after space travel. The Subluxation Station is
certified by NASA used to help identify and treat subluxation. For this section, a space habitat is defined a space
settlement built with the intent of sustaining a permanent human presence orbiting a planetary body or sitting on its
surface. Throughout this study, none of your personal information will be shared or used.
12

What is your height?

Open-Ended

13

What is your weight?

Open-Ended

14

How often do you think you should exercise on a space habitat?

• Never
• Once a week
• More than twice a week
• More than three times a
week

15

Do you think a gym would benefit a space habitat?

• Yes
• No

16

If someone has a medical disease, should they be allowed to
enter a space habitat? Why?

• Yes
• No
• Why: _________________

17

Have you ever experienced subluxation, a pinched nerve?

• Yes
• No

18

Do you experience back, neck, or hip pain? Select all that
currently apply.

• Back pain
• Neck pain
• Hip pain
• I do not experience back,
neck, or hip pain

19

Would you consider health care options other than chiropractic • Yes
care (e.g., physical therapy, osteopathy, etc.) on a space habitat? • No
Why or why not?
• Why: _________________

20

Would licensed health physicians other than chiropractors benefit
Open-Ended
a space habitat (physical therapy, osteopathic manipulation etc.)?

Body mass index (BMI) is a measure of body fat based on height and weight that applies to adults. A standard
healthy range is considered from 18.5 to 25, underweight is below 18, overweight is from 25 to 30, and obese is
considered as anything above 30. NASA astronauts typically average a BMI of 24.37. Remember than an Earthbased spaceport is considered to be a site for launching and receiving spacecraft. Please rate the degree to which
you agree or disagree with each of the following statements related to commercial space traveler health:
21

Before leaving an Earth-based spaceport, space travelers should
maintain a BMI within a range of 18.5 to 25.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

22

Future space travelers should be at the top of their health when
traveling in space.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

23

It is important for me to be able to access a gym in space.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

24

A trained nutritionist and fitness trainer are resources I would
want access to on a space habitat.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

25

I would consider receiving chiropractic care when I am in pain.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)
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26

I would consider receiving chiropractic care when I am in pain
while in space.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

27

A licensed chiropractor or doctor would benefit an Earth-based
spaceport.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

28

In preparation for space travel, I would be willing to pay $50 or
more for neuro-spinal screening and evaluation (SEMG), an xray of the spine, while at an Earth-based spaceport.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

29

To prevent subluxation and bone degeneration, space travelers
should receive chiropractic care before entering space.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

30

I would still want to visit an Earth-based spaceport without a
licensed chiropractor or doctor there.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

31

With the information you know now, how would you prepare
your body to travel to space commercially?

Open-Ended

Early U.S. astronauts (1960s-1970s) were military test pilots, experienced with performing effectively in highstress environments. NASA introduced the Space Shuttle in 1978, which had an onboard laboratory, and thus
individuals with advanced scientific, medical, or engineering experience were sought after to become astronauts.
Current astronauts undergo rigorous screening processes of interviews, medical evaluations, and orientation to the
space program. When selected, astronauts take part in a training program where they learn about various mission
essential topics and are trained in land and sea survival.

32

• 3 days or less
• 4 days - 7 days
How long would you be willing to train for if you were paying to
• 8 days - 14 days
go to space?
• 15 days - 21 days
• More than 21 days

33

What do you think should be encompassed in the training?

Open-Ended

34

What kind of training activities would you prefer to complete at
the Earth-based spaceport? Please rank the following
environments from most preferred to least preferred in your
selection.

• Scuba Diving
• Skydiving
• Simulators
• irtual Reality
• Education Classes
• Mentoring

35

How long do you think current NASA astronauts have to train
for to be eligible for a space mission?

• Less than 1 year
• Between 1 and 3 years
• More than 3 years

Please rate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the following statements related to commercial
space traveler training:
36

Commercial space travelers should meet preset physical
requirements to travel to space.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

37

Commercial space travelers should have the option to pay extra
for additional activities in space, like spacewalks, conducting
their own experiments, etc.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

38

The experience of traveling to space is worth the risk of bodily
injury including death.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

Since the start of space exploration in the US in the 1950s, several manned and unmanned spaceflights have been
successful in completing their missions. Current manned space missions typically have astronauts enact the
following roles: Commander, Pilot, and Mission Specialist. Commanders are responsible for overall mission
success, safety of the crew and spacecraft, and vehicle ascent and entry. Pilots assist the Commander in
maneuvering the spacecraft. Mission Specialists are astronauts with non-maneuvering, mission-specific duties.
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How many other paying passengers would you be comfortable
traveling with?

0 to 10+ (Numeric scale 010+)

40

What team role could you see yourself taking on? Select all that
apply.

• Commander
• Pilot
• Mission Specialist
• Other (please say)
• None

41

Imagine you could create your own team composition for a
mission to space. What roles would you assign to each person?
Who would you want to fill those roles? (Ex. Commanders,
pilots, mission specialists, doctors, etc.)

Open-Ended

39

Please rate the degree to which you agree or disagree with each of the following statements related to space travel:
42

I would be comfortable traveling to space with a co-ed team.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

43

I would be comfortable traveling to space with passengers of a
different nationality than mine.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

44

I would be comfortable traveling to space with passengers of all
ages.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

45

I would be comfortable traveling to space on an unmanned
spacecraft. (I.e. the spacecraft is remotely flown, there is no
physical pilot aboard)

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

46

I would be comfortable traveling to space without an aerospace
medic/physician aboard my spacecraft.

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)

47

I would want to have a job aboard my spacecraft. (For example,
you might be assigned to burn the thrusters)

Strongly Disagree to Strongly
Agree (Scale 1-5)
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Demographic Questions
Question #

Question

Answer Options

48

What is your age?

• Under 18
• 18-29
• 30-39
• 40-49
• 50-59
• 60+

49

What is your sex?

• Female
• Male
• Other: ________________
• I prefer not to say

50

Which of the following best describes you?

• Asian or Pacific Islander
• Black or African American
• Hispanic or Latino
• Native American or Alaskan
Native
• White or Caucasian
• Multiracial or Biracial
• A race/ethnicity not listed
here
• I prefer not to say

51

Have you ever flown on an airplane?

• Yes
• No

52

Have you ever attended Space Camp?

• Yes
• No

53

What is the likelihood that you would travel to space if given the Not Likely to Very Likely
opportunity?
(Scale 1-5)

54

What is the highest degree or level of school you have
completed?

• No schooling completed
• Nursery school to 8th grade
• Some high school, no
diploma
• High school graduate,
diploma or the equivalent (for
example: GED)
• Some college credit, no
degree
• Trade/technical/vocational
training
• Associate degree
• Bachelor’s degree
• Master’s degree
• Professional degree
• Doctorate degree
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Appendix B: Survey Open-Response Code Frequencies
Code Frequencies for Questions 1, 2, 3, and 8
Codes

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q8

Totals

Airport

75

36

8

14

133

Gates

13

2

0

1

16

Cargo (passenger)

7

0

0

0

7

Passengers

23

9

5

7

44

Cruiseport

5

0

10

2

17

Technical Personnel

7

3

0

3

13

Researchers

6

2

2

1

11

Astronauts

5

6

4

5

20

Staff

17

15

4

8

44

Training

19

22

7

11

59

Victuals

12

123

36

116

287

Market

4

45

2

35

86

Communications

1

22

9

21

53

Bathrooms

1

29

6

24

60

Security

17

7

0

5

29

Desolate Location

42

5

0

1

48

Resources

9

10

1

13

33

Health

11

30

8

26

75

Traffic Control

14

14

0

3

31

Safety

24

11

16

12

63

Launchpad

101

22

2

6

131

Mission Equipment

21

29

8

52

110
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Resort

9

10

4

12

35

Aesthetic

13

19

8

17

57

Hotel

17

76

16

72

181

Passive Entertainment

23

69

64

61

217

Active Entertainment

2

34

25

33

94

Academia

11

8

33

15

67

Space Travel

13

11

154

49

227

Not Interested

5

2

3

4

14

Code Frequencies for Question 33
Codes

Frequencies

Endurance

24

Strength

26

Exercise

82

Diet

22

Stress Management

13

Mental Preparedness

24

Safety

82

First Aid

25

Space Training

81

Astronaut Standards

32
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Code Frequencies for Question 41
Codes Frequencies
1

25

2

81

3

60

4

42

5

72

6

9

7

9
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Appendix C: Acronyms

BHP

Behavioral Health and Performance

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

ICE

Isolated, Confined, and Extreme

INCLUDE

Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Experience

IRB

Institutional Review Board

ISE

Industrial and Systems Engineering

ISS

International Space Station

MTS

Multiteam System

NASA

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

PY

Psychology

UAH

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

